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[Jack: ] 

We continue our special series the China threat with a Chinese virologist. 

She is coming out of hiding to talk to us today. Dr. Li-Meng Yan accuses 

Beijing of knowing about COVID-19 before it became a pandemic and 

suppressing vital information about the virus. 

We now welcome Dr. Yan. 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Hi, nice to meet you thank you for having me. 

 

[Sean: ] 

Doctor, so two questions for you. One, are you in fear for your safety 

because you're speaking out and number two, when do you think China 

actually knew about the virus and its potential concern for the rest of the 

world. 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Okay, so for the first question. Now I'm not afraid of anything because since 

the time I tried to tell the truth to the world back to 17th January this year I 

already knew that Chinese Community Party will try their best to make me 

disappear (or) keep me silent, but what I try to do is just to deliver more 

message (and) reveal more truth about the COVID-19 things to the world 

until the last moment and now I'm in US. 

I'm going to tell all the things to the world in English not only in Chinese. I'm 

not afraid of them at all, because even I'm afraid, I still cannot be helpful, 

and also for the second question is… 

Yes, they know quite a lot more than you thought, more than we thought, 

because from even back to the early beginning. They already knew that this 

is human-to-human transmission a new type of virus happened in Wuhan, 

and it's not come from Wuhan Huanan Seafood Market. It's not from the 
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nature origins, not come from bat, not come from pangolin, not come from 

different types of animals. 

Actually they had the genome sequence even back to December. I mean 

this is when the outbreak already happened in Wuhan, and still they tried to 

hide the truth and to let the people get infected, even the medical doctors 

without any protection and then they don't inform the world. 

So, even WHO at that time had to reach (out) to secret source. I mean me, 

be represented of the WHO reference lab in the University of Hong Kong to 

do the secrete investigation to know what exactly happened in Wuhan and 

also and this virus actually is the lab modified one based on the PLA 

discovered and the owned Zhoushan bat coronavirus and there are a lot of 

evidence even left in the viral genomes. 

It’s like the human's fingerprint.If you check it, you will see the problem, but 

the Chin(ese) government tried their best to collaborate with WHO with 

many top experts including my University in Hong Kong top coronavirus 

experts to hide these truths to drive people's attention to fabricated Shi 

Zhengli's RaTG13 bat virus and later the pangolin virus. 

Also they tried to tell world that this is something you can cure with the new 

vaccine, but there is no useful drug for maybe prevention, and early stage 

treatment, which we know hydroxychloroquine now can be used to do such 

functions, but they try their best to stop people to know this drug and even 

spread the rumors about the reputation of this long-term safe drug so there 

are many many things. I cannot finish all these stories within one interview 

 

[Host: ] 

Dr. Yan, are you saying that the World Health Organization hopes that the 

world doesn't know that hydroxychloroquine could actually help people? 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Yeah. I think not only WHO. 
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I mean the medical doctors or the scientists, if they want to know whether 

this drug will be useful for prevention and also early stage treatment. They 

can go through those articles and textbooks and also check even the website 

of WHO. (hydroxychloroquine) has 20-year history that (it’s a) safe drug at 

least for even children. I mean hydroxychloroquine is listed there and they 

say the drug has 17-year of history, which was shown to be useful for anti-

malaria or prevent malaria and also anti-autoimmune disease, which shares 

some similar mechanism to anti-SARS-CoV-2 and it was safe for pregnant 

(women) and children, if you use it under the doctor's instruction and do 

some routine review for retina or monitor your heart problem, which is very 

very rare. 

If you take it, it will be more safe than you take some even the painkiller you 

can get in the pharmacy 

 

[Sean: ] 

Dr. Yan, two questions. 

I just want to make sure I heard you right. Did you say unequivocally that it 

didn't get caused. This did not stem from a bat, but it definitely came from 

a lab, number one. 

Number two, have you been in touch with the U.S government. If so, what 

agencies? 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Okay yes, this is a lab modified virus, based on the Chinese military institute 

discovered some bat coronavirus. They called it ZC45 and ZXC21. These 

sequences are exposed in 2017 to 2018. You can check the sequence from 

NIH GenBank database. The second thing is: Since the moment I reached to 

US, I was testified by FBI for several times even with their top scientists about 

this story and another thing is. Yeah, many other people from government 

has reached (out) to me, and it's not...maybe it's not good for me to tell 

(their) names at this moment, but I think later… 
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[Sean: ] 

Oh, not the names, not the names, just the agencies. So is it the CIA, the 

State of Department, which agencies or departments? 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Homeland people. Homeland people know me since I was in the airport. 

 

[Sean: ] 

Homeland people. 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Yeah. 

 

[Sean: ] 

And what has their response been? 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

So when I reached Los Angeles airport, I have several hours to transfer to 

New York at that time. So basically the Customs Officer(s) stopped me, and 

I told them my story, and then they brought the FBI people, and also later 

the Homeland staffs. 

They came to cross verify my evidence and listen to the story. I told them 

about why I have to come to US and what I'm going to do in US. Also I 

introduced them hydroxycholine and also the the other things. 

Yeah, finally after the talking and checking my evidence. Also, this is just a 

part of that, because the time is not long enough, just several hours. Not 

long enough for me to tell all the stories, but then they let me go and also 

protected me to go to check in. 
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[Sean: ] 

Have you talked to the CDC, the FDA? any of the health agencies in the 

United States or the Health and Human Services? 

Have you talked to the medical and health agencies in the US? 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Not people from these authorities, because I came from the WHO reference 

lab for influenza and also new coronavirus in Hong Kong and my supervisors 

Prof. Leo Poon, and also Prof. Malik Peiris. They're both the top coronavirus 

virologists in the world and from their response and their behavior in the 

pandemic. I know I cannot trust these people and then they will sell me to 

the CCP government. I also know there are quite a lot of connections among 

even the high level people in scientific world,in the authorities in US and 

other countries. So I also can check the evidence (to) see how those people 

respond to support the nature origin theory of SARS-CoV-2 virus and then 

I know which side they are on. I don't trust the people who support this 

theory, because as experts, definitely they can see the problem. I mean, 

among these things Chinese government want people to believe. 

 

[Sean: ] 

Well, Dr. Yan. I wanna thank you for sharing your story with us. I wanna wish 

you continued safety and thank you for sharing your story with us. 

 

[Dr. Yan: ] 

Thank you Sean. 

 

[Sean: ] 

Thank you. 


